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Sophisticated Simplicity
Clear solutions for complex times.
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Practice Areas
In an increasingly complicated world, long gone are the days of generalists. Individuals, families, and businesses need legal professionals who concentrate in specific areas of the law and who stay on the cutting edge in an ever-changing landscape. York Howell is a boutique law firm focused in four key areas:
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National Training










 
 






Every year, attorneys are required to attend educational courses to maintain their licenses. Most attorneys in Utah stay right here to get that education. The training here in Utah is good. In fact, attorneys at York Howell regularly teach these kinds of classes. But we also realize that if you want the absolute best training, you have to go to national conferences which focus exclusively on a particular area of practice. That’s why each attorney at York Howell attends the top-rated national conferences every year. If you want to be the best, you need to learn from the best.
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A Regional Footprint










 
 






We live in a mobile society and many people have family members, businesses and assets in a variety of locations. Most attorneys at York Howell are licensed in multiple states and they study the laws of each of those states, so they can take care of all of your needs. Attorneys at York Howell are licensed to practice law in Utah, Idaho, Arizona, Alaska, Texas, Washington, Wyoming, and California, as well as the US Tax Court.
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A Spirit of Service










 
 






The following is just a sampling of organizations that attorneys and staff at York Howell have supported or are currently supporting:













 
 





	Utah State Bar
	Utah Association of CPAs
	Utah Financial Planners Association
	Food and Care Coalition
	Operation Underground Railroad
	Wills for Heroes Foundation
	Girl Scouts of America
	Generosity Feeds
	Millie’s Princess Foundation














	Holding out HELP
	Little Heroes Foundation
	Hunstman Cancer Foundation
	Helping Kids With Cancer
	American Fork High School Marching Band
	Primary Children’s Hospital
	The Giving Grinch
	Camp Hobe






























 
CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

What Our Clients Say About Us



  ”Paxton has represented my company for 10 years. I believe he looks out for my interests as if they were his own. His perspective and counsel have been valuable throughout the years in many complicated and difficult situations that I have faced in business. I have never hesitated to recommend his services to my friends and associates over the years. 

Sam DrownConcord Homes Utah




 ”After we had our first child, we wanted to make sure we planned for his physical and financial well-being, should anything ever happen to us. Through their Estate Planning services, York Howell & Guymon provided us with the peace of mind we needed. The process was simple, yet extremely thorough. We would absolutely recommend York Howell & Guymon! 

Todd NoallPresident/CEO, Fusion 360




 ”The Attorneys at York Howell & Guymon have a tremendous skill set of communicating effectively and making complex ideas understandable and effective in an ever changing legal world. Their tax planning strategies have helped my clients avoid millions of dollars in over payment of taxes. I would highly recommend, and am happy to say I am a client of, York Howell & Guymon, for my personal and business planning. 

Owen J. FisherManaging Partner, Strategic Capital Group




 ”I have worked with York Howell & Guymon on a number of varied projects over the year dealing with Estate Management, Tax Issues and Business Organization. I have not only felt the service and work product has exceeded expectations, I have also enjoyed the process. I enjoy working with York Howell & Guymon. How many attorneys can you say that about? 

Kelly OlsenOwner/CEO, Shirley J Ventures LLC




 ”Paxton Guymon has been my personal and business attorney for many years and there is no one whom I trust more. There is not an attorney that I would recommend with more confidence than Paxton Guymon. 

Brett StevensStevens General Contractors




 ”York Howell & Guymon has helped us think through all of the pitfalls that might lie ahead on the roads we have chosen. Whenever I have a business decision to make, York Howell & Guymon’s attorneys are my most trusted advisers. 

Vernon HanssenOwner/CEO, Gourmandise the Bakery




 ”Andrew Howell is a knowledgeable, expert attorney in the area of estate planning. Combining his expertise with his down-to-earth communication skills is a very effective combination. I can thoroughly and confidently offer my highest endorsement. 

Bob CtvrtlikPrincipal, JB Partners




 ”I have utilized the legal services of Paxton R. Guymon and his firm with great results for several years. Paxton has understood my circumstances and has achieved results that were always in my best interest. Paxton is competent, thorough, and considerate, with an excellent work ethic. I would highly recommend Paxton R. Guymon and York Howell & Guymon. 

Kenneth O. Melby II




 ”If you need a Real Estate Attorney in Utah, there is none better than Paxton, he is always my only choice. 

J. Paul ChristensenSenior Vice President, Security National Mortgage




 ”My wife and I came to see Andrew to update our family trusts. We were immediately impressed with the overall tenor of the office and with Andrew’s punctuality and fund of knowledge. We were also impressed with the books he authored and gave to us for our reading and edification. Subsequent follow up visits with our children in attendance proved to be most valuable. 

E. Marc Mariani M.D.St. Marks Orthopaedic Clinic




 ”Paxton is the consummate legal professional who brings business sense to the legal practice. He is able to weigh a company’s needs and provide key legal advice to executives and boards of directors. He is also a talented litigator who is a relentless advocate for his clients. 

Brad BjelkeUtah Real Estate




 ”Amazing firm! York Howell has the depth of experience and width of specialized representation to take care of just about any legal need you can think of. I’ve received such phenomenal service and been treated as someone who is significant and important is why I will continue to use Paxton Guymon and his firm for my legal needs. I highly recommend Paxton and his firm. 

Garrett SeelyFourPlex Investment Group




 ”Andrew Howell has helped us catch and refine a vision for passing on our legacy. We have our estate in order with a legacy plan that matches our values. We love the peace of mind we’ve experienced because of that! 

Natalie & Andy Goddard




 ”We have used several attorneys for the past 25 years and by far Paxton has been one of the best. He’s able to implement complex business transactions into understandable legal terms and more importantly, he can quickly analyze situations and form the best legal approach. We plan on using Paxton for many more transactions in the future and would recommend him to anyone looking for the best qualified legal counsel. 

Shawn Smart & Jim McGregorVast Energy, LLC




 ”Paxton assisted me with multiple Real Estate transactions with great insight, communication and expediency. He was always available and quick to reply to communication. Thanks Paxton! 

Will Hamill




 ”I have relied on and followed legal advice from attorneys at York, Howell & Guymon on a wide range of business endeavors and they have been exceptional partners in my business success. I have been a practicing CPA and entrepreneur for over 46 years so I have pretty much seen it all. The exceptional legal knowledge they possess is not necessarily unique. What is unique is the level of timely response and the sound business knowledge to go with their outstanding legal expertise. 

Drew D. HallOwner, FEU Collapse, LLC




 ”We have used numerous attorneys in Utah for real estate law, but found Paxton’s experience in this field were 2nd to none. We are fortunate that Paxton is on our side, represents our company and advises us through complicated real estate concerns. 

Garr SmithCFO, EVP of RANLife Real Estate, Inc.




 ”I've been working in the Salt Lake Real Estate Industry since 1995. Over that time, I have been involved in brokerage, development and land sales. I consider it great luck that I was introduced to Paxton early in my career. He has advised me on our business structure, and entity creation. He has also been a great resource for us on the development side for entitlements and contracts. I am completely comfortable referring him to any of my clients for their Real Estate related legal needs and love having him in our corner for the business. Highly recommended. 

Boyd Brown




 ”Working with Paxton Guymon and his team have been invaluable in helping us through some difficult and complex real estate transactions as well as working through entitlement challenges. What I like about Paxton Guymon is that he may not always tell you what you want to hear, but will tell you what you need to hear to make good decisions. 

Grant LefgrenKeystone Construction




 ”When it comes to my personal estate planning, protecting my assets, and caring for my family, I trust York Howell & Guymon. 

Peter JohnsonCEO, Sinclair Oil



























 
 




LOCATION
Conveniently Located Off of I-15










 
 




From north or southbound I-15, exit at 10600 South and head west to the first light. Turn left on South Jordan Gateway and then immediately right on to Cardon Ridge Way and then take the first right in to our parking lot. Our office is located on the second floor.
CONTACT US
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